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Energy Source for the Solar Corona
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The solar corona is that portion of the solar atmosphere which Is
above 1M B, (B, is the radius of the sun). The average temperature of
the corona I. about 10'° K. It I. not understood well what 18 the source of
the energy of the corona.

A steady-state model for the corona has been developed. A flux of
proto48, electrons and high-energy neutrons is assumed to reach the base
of the corona. The neutrons decay In the corona and release high-energy
electrons. The decay energy of the neutrons Is considered as the main
source of the corona energy.

According to Von Welzsacker's theory (Chandrasekhar, 1957) , the
reaction cha1na which occur in stellar interiors lead to production of
deuterons. The deuterons wUl produce neutrons according to the follow
ing reaction

D + D - > He' + " + 3.25 MeV
The cross .ection for this reaction is derived by G. Gamow (1938).

From the density and temperature inside the sun and the DD reaction
Cl"Ol8 section, we have calculated the neutron production of the SUD. The
dlftua10n equation for the neutrons produced in the interior of the sun
has been solved and we have calculated the neutron flux which reaches
the base of the corona.

Conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy are applied to
the corona and the necessary input neutron flux is calculated. It Is found
that the flux of neutrons which escapes from the sun and reaches the base
of the corona is essentially the same as the flux necessary for the afore
mentioned conservation laws. It Is our belief therefore that this neutron
mechanism .hould be seriously considered as a source of the unusual
eDergy of the corona.

Since the sun Is an ordinary star and since neutron-producing reac
tloDB are prominent in many galaxies, the neutron energy source theory
can be a-enerallzed and applied to all .tars.
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